VANCOUVER POLICE BOARD
MINUTES of Regular Meeting

Held on Feb 18th, 2021 from 1:00pm-2:29pm
7th Floor Boardroom - 2120 Cambie,
Vancouver BC & via Video Conference
Board Members Present
Mayor Kennedy Stewart (Chair)
Barj Dhahan (Vice-Chair)
Patricia Barnes
Faye Wightman
Allan E. Black
Merrilee Robson
Frank Chong

Staff Present
Chief Constable Adam Palmer
DCC Howard Chow
DCC Laurence Rankin
DCC Steve Rai
Stephanie Johanssen, Executive Director
Minutes by Executive Assistant, Ali Huculak

Absent:
Wendy John
Rachel Roy
The Chair called the Regular Meeting to order at 1:00pm and acknowledged that the meeting is being
held on the Unceded homelands of the Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations, and gave
thanks for their hospitality on these lands.
Introduction of Board members/staff.
1. Introduction
2. Consent Agenda
2.1 Agenda for February 18,2021
2.2 Minutes of January 21, 2021 regular meeting
2.3 VPD Compliment Letters Report #2102V06
Motion to approve the consent agenda.
MOVED/SECONDED
3. Delegations

CARRIED

There were no Delegations.
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4. Report 2102G01: Annual Audit of VPD Street Check Data, and follow-up to the Recommendations
from the Vancouver Police Board’s External Street Check Review
Vice-Chair and Chair of the Governance Committee Mr. Barj Dhahan spoke to the first annual audit
report on street check data, which is under the purview of the Governance Committee. The audit
covers the period from when the Provincial standards on police stops first came into effect on
January 15, 2020 to December 31, 2020. The Board made a commitment to overseeing the annual
audit reports, which will be publicly released in February of each year with the data from the
previous calendar year. Mr. Dhahan stated the Governance Committee reviewed the report, noting
the audit exceeds the requirements of the provincially mandated audit by including a review of all
submitted street checks, as oppose to a sample selection along with status updates on the 34
recommendations from the external Pyxis review. Mr. Dhahan stated the report upholds the Board’s
committed to annually releasing street check data, and noted it is broken down by gender and
ethnicity and monitors for any street checks that do not comply with the VPD policy.
The Governance Committee understands that there continues to be concerns over street check
practices, as expressed by certain groups and individuals. Street checks remain an important public
safety tool for the police. Police have a duty to prevent crime, respond to calls, investigate
suspicious activity and enquire about a person’s safety, along with an obligation to do so lawfully by
adhering to the rights of the person during these voluntary interactions. The Board deeply values
public trust and recognizes that there is much work to do to continue to build upon the relationships
with communities, and diversity marginalized people and youth. Mr. Dhahan stated the Board
concluded the service or policy complaint last year, and the Board directed the VPD to establish a
Black and African Diaspora Advisory committee, in addition to the existing Indigenous Advisory
committee. Mr. Dhahan is pleased to report that the terms of reference for the new committee
have been drafted and the work is continuing to constitute this committee. Additional training
regarding anti-racism awareness and experiences of different people who have experienced racism
in Vancouver is currently being developed for the goal to train the department in 2021.
Mr. Dhahan stated the Governance Committee discussed inviting the Union of BC Indian Chiefs
(UBCIC) and BC Civil Liberties Association (BCCLA) to meet with the Board and the VPD to review this
report in more detail, as this report is part of the follow up to their service or policy complaint about
street check data. The Board agreed to reach out to these two groups to extend an invitation to
meet.
DCC Chow wanted to highlight the two main parts that were reviewed, one being the audit itself of
2020 street check data, the second part being the 34 recommendations from the Pyxis report on
street checks. DCC Chow clarified that street checks are legal, they are not banned anywhere else in
Canada, and they do play an important role in public safety.
Mr. Manoljovic spoke to the annual audit, stating in 2020 there were 261 street check records
submitted, compared to 4544 in the same time period in 2019. Mr. Manoljovic stated it is important
to recognize that the audit revealed that consistent with any change in practice, there were certain
issues when it came to members recording types of interactions with citizens, as to a street check
versus some other kind of police report. Out of the 261 street check records, the audit revealed 186
of them were not in fact street checks. Only 75 of the 261 street check records recorded met the
criteria to be classified as a street check, the other 186 have been labelled as interactions that have
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been misclassified as street checks, fall into other types of interactions that would have required a
police report. The VPD is in the process of correcting those 186 records into what should have been
a police report. The VPD is also developing a training refresher to remind members of what classifies
as a street check, and what needs to go into a police report to minimize this type of misclassification
in the future.
Mr. Manolojvic stated with respect to transparency, the VPD provides the ethnic breakdown of the
people associated with all 261 records, as well as with the people associated to the 75 actual
proactive street checks. Out of the 87 people that were checked in those 75 records (more than one
person can be entered in a single street check record) two of the 87 people were Black, while 20
were Indigenous, however 11 of the 20 Indigenous street checks were wellbeing checks.
Mr. Manoljovic noted an important aspect of the audit is that before an officer can initiate a street
check, they need to have a public safety purpose which is reviewed through the audit. In 67 of the
75 street checks, the officers did state their public safety purpose, and the seven that did not are
being followed up on. Mr. Manoljovic briefed the Board on the information process, noting if one of
those seven street checks did not have a public safety purpose, the VPD would remove the
identifying information from the street check.
Mr. Manoljovic spoke to implicit bias and racial profiling and stated the VPD believes the
disproportionality that exists in street check data is consistent with any kind of data that exists in
criminal justice data, and is symptomatic of historical, cultural socioeconomic systemic factors that
are throughout Canadian society. Mr. Manoljlovic spoke to the statistical disproportionality in the
victims of violent crime, the suspects in those violent crimes, as well as the individuals that Crown
Counsel approves charges on for any type of criminal offence. Mr. Manoljvoic stated the VPD
supports the premise that data within criminal justice systems is symptomatic of all of the historical
issues that Canada has faced, and continues to face. With respect to the efficacy of street checks,
they are preventative function, and also have value in future investigations. The conversation is
around banning lawful conducted street checks, as any street check done with bias or racial profiling
are unlawful via policy and unlawful via all existing laws.
Mr. Manoljovic spoke to a Board member’s question with respect to the retention of particular
street check records, clarifying that the records are retained for two years then purged as part of the
retention schedule, unless any one of them is required as part of a criminal investigation that would
be subject to disclosure. Mr. Manoljovic noted when the 186 misclassified street checks get
corrected, they are no longer street checks and those can be purged, and the other 7 that did not
have an articulated reason, there is a choice of removing identifying information or purging them as
well. To clarify, any street check that was done correctly has a retention span of two years, and then
will be purged, unless it is necessary as part of an investigation.
DCC Chow spoke to the efficacy of street checks and noted the VPD responded to 4000 on-view calls
last year, which are crimes they came across while on patrol. DCC Chow stated it is important to
understand that the decline in street checks does not imply they are not effective.
Chief Palmer provided context to why a large area such as District 4 has such a low number of street
checks.
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The Board discussed the efficacy of street checks and the explanation in the report, noting it needs
to be very comprehensive for the public to gain an understanding of how important street checks
are for proactive policing.
Report was received for information purposes.
5. Planning, Research & Audit
5.1 Report #2102P01: 2020 Year-End Public Safety Indicators (PSI) (previously known as Key
performance Indicators, KPI)
5.2 Report #2102G02: Proposed Resolutions to the BCAPB and CAPG
Chief Constable Adam Palmer spoke to a Board members question regarding the increase of hate
crimes, noting he has discussed this topic across Canada as well with Major City Chiefs of Police
across North America. Chief Palmer noted there is a mix in different Cities, and Vancouver saw more
of an increase in anti-Asian hate crime than many other cities because of its large Asian population,
however many cities have seen increases in this disturbing crime.
Chief Palmer spoke to VPD follow up with respect to those who commit hate crimes, noting they are
all investigated, and they are categorized into three different areas. Chief Palmer explained that
when a criminal offence has a hate component to it, it is classified as a hate crime, and during
sentencing this is considered an aggravating factor under the Criminal Code.
The VPD Executive will find out how many hate crimes charges were approved last year, and report
back to the Board, and the ED will work the VPD Executive to ensure Board members get a copy of
the monthly hate crime report.
DCC Rankin spoke to a Board member’s question stating there is a correlation between firearms and
the homicide rates, noting there are far more firearms on the streets now, and the majority of those
are coming in from the U.S.
Chief Palmer spoke to a Board members question with respect to commercial break and enters,
stating the upwards trend that spiked at the beginning of COVID as people stayed at home and
businesses closed started to flatten out as businesses reopened, however it is still an issue in the
City.
The Chief spoke to the 2.4% increase in intimate partner violence stating that increase is already
noteworthy as the previous year was a banner year. Factors related to COVID such as
unemployment, living in close proximity to one another and overall stress of the pandemic have had
an impact on intimate partner violence.
The Chief provided context to the Chair’s comments noting the 16.8% increase in serious assaults are
being taken very seriously and the VPD has put a lot of effort into this. The significant decrease in
property crime is related to the decrease in theft from autos which is an obvious impact from COVID,
and as the world goes back to normal, there will be a balancing out of crime patterns.
There was discussion with respect to the VPD presenting to the Board on protests. The Chair
recommended having a round table discussion about anti-Asian hate crimes and suggested inviting
the Premier to join.
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Motion to receive the Year End PSI report for information.
MOVED/SECONDED

CARRIED

5.2 Report #2102G02: Proposed Resolutions to the BCAPB and CAPG
Supt. Byrne spoke to a Board members question stating that churches, synagogues, hospitals and
universities are included under public venues, and the report will update the work taxi’s to vehicles
for hire.
Motion to approve the three proposed resolution for submission to the BC Association of Police
Boards and the Canadian Association of Police Governance.
MOVED/SECONDED

CARRIED

6. Chief Constable Verbal Updates
Chief Palmer provided the following departmental updates;
Supt. Lisa Byrne was recognized as leading the 2021 Cops for Cancer VPD team, and there will be 19
VPD members involved for paediatric cancer research.
The Women’s Memorial March was on Feb 14, 2021, remembering missing and murdered
Indigenous women in BC. Due to COVID, there was a smaller gathering, with a smaller more intimate
ceremony.
There was a notable donation to the Vancouver Police Foundation (VPF) by Mr. Peter Wall who is
donating $1 million dollars, $200,000 over each of the next five years.
Congratulations were sent to Supt. Michelle Davey who was hired by the Delta Police Department as
their new Deputy Chief Constable. Chief Palmer noted Supt. Fiona Wilson has come back from
Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit (CFSEU) and has now taken Supt. Davey’s spot in the
Investigative division, and Supt. Bill Spearn has gone to CFSEU.
There were two homicides in 2021 so far, the first one was at the Gastown Hotel in January and a
suspect has been arrested. The second homicide of the year was the tragic death of Ms. Usha Singh,
who was brutally beaten and murdered in her home by two males posing as police officers. Chief
Palmer acknowledged the hard work of the homicide, forensic and specialized units that pulled
together and solved this case quickly, and took the two suspects into custody and charges have
been laid. Chief Palmer added a kudos to DCC Rankin and his team as VPD has one of the highest
solve rates for homicides for major cities in Canada.
Chief Palmer briefed the Board on Project Arrow which was a month long project running from Jan
12, 2021 – Feb 12, 2021 with respect to violent shoplifting. In 2020 there was a 260% increase in
violent shoplifting incidents in Vancouver. This project took place in the downtown core involving
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businesses that are repeatedly victimized, and over the four week project there were 250 violent
shoplifting incidents, 130 individual offenders were arrested and 268 charges were laid.
Chief Palmer provided an update on the groping stranger attack in the West End, noting a lot of
resources are going into this investigation and the Chief is confident that the VPD will solve it.
The Chief spoke to a Board members question regarding impersonation of a police officer stating if
members of the public are concerned when interacting with police, they can call 9-1-1 and E-Comm
will verify that it is in fact Police they are dealing with.
The Chief spoke to a Board members concern over the prolific tagging on businesses in Vancouver
noting historically the VPD had a two person full time anti-graffiti unit, however now due to budget
restraints this no longer exists. When the VPD does see mass graffiti or ongoing graffiti in a certain
area and the same taggers working a certain area, the neighbourhood police officers could work
with the VPD community policing centres to come up with a solution. Chief Palmer added that if the
graffiti was of a hate crime nature, it would be dealt with by the VPD Hate Crime investigator.
7. Opportunity for Enquiries from the Public
Please email office@vancouverpoliceboard.ca
8. Enquiries & other business from the Board
The Regular Meeting was adjourned at 2:29pm.
TO BE APPROVED BY THE VANCOUVER POLICE BOARD ON April 15, 2021
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